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ON F' - CLOSURE OF F - HOMOGENEOUS GROUPS
J .M . Olazábal & P .A . Ferguson *
ABSTRACT : Given a homomorph F, a finite group G is
a DF group if G has an F-projector F such that every sol
vable F-subgroup is contained in some conjugate of F . G is
F-homogeneous if NG (X)/CG (X) E F for every solvable F-sub-
group of G . The following theorem is proved . Assume .that F
is an s-closed extensible homomorph and G is a DF group
which is F-homogeneous, then G E F' F .
This theorem generalizes results about Dn rr-homogeneous
groups and w'-closure .
Introduction
Al1 groups considered in this papen are finite . In (1],
it is shown that if rr is a set of prime numbers, then every
rr- homogeneous
	
D r-group is r'-closed . The following equivalen
ce i.s then trivial : G/0 r 1(G) is a solvable rr-group if and
only if G is a rr-homogeneous Dir -group with solvable Hall
rr-subgroups .
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In this paper, as in [4], we consider an extensible
ans s-closed homomorph F and generalize these results .
We recall that a non-empty class of groups F is a
homomorph if whenever. G E F,
	
then all homomorphic images of
G are contained in F . A homomorph is s-closed if whenever
G E F, then all'subgroups of G are contained in F . A homo-
morph F is extensible if whenever both G/N and N are Con
.tained in F, thén G E F . Let F denote any homomorph which
is closed under normal subgroups ; then F', the derived class
of F, is defined by F' = {GIS/N E F implies that S = N
for each subgroup S of G} . (See [4]) . For such a homomorph
F, the radical GF , is defined for a aroup G by
G F , = <Nb, GIN E F'> is defined for a group G . A group G
is defined to be F'-closed if G/GF' E F or equivalently if
G E F' F .
Let F be a homomorph, a group G is defined to be a
D F group if G has an F-projector F such that every solva-
ble F-subgroup of G is contained in some conjugate of F .
G is défined to be a D F group if G has exactly one
conjugacy class of F-projectors and every F-subgroup . of G
is contained in an F-projector .
G is defined to be F-homogeneous if NG(X)/CG (X) E F
for every solvable F-subgroup X of G, is F-homogeneous
if NG (X)/CG (X) E F for every F-subgroup X of G .
We note that if G is a w-homogeneous D,~-group, then
it is direct to see that G is an F-homogeneous DF-group
where F is s-closed extensible homomorph of w-groups . We show
(Lemma 3)
	
that GF ' = 07r ,(G) for this F . Thus the following
theorem is a generalization of the result mentioned in the
first paragraph .
Theorem A
Assume that F is an s-closed extensible homomorph and
G is a D F group which is F-homogeneous, then G E F' F .
The following corollary generalizes the second remark in
the first paragraph and characterizes the product class F'(F n H)
when H is a solvable-class .
Corollary B
Let F be an s-closed and extensible homomorph and H
class of solvable groups . Then the following are equivalent :
(i) . G E F' (F n H) .
(ii) G is a DF-group with F-projectors belonging to
H and G is F-homogeneous .
(iii) G is a D F -group with an F-projector F bel_on-
gi.ng to H an G is F-homogeneous .
Corollary B strengthens Theorem 111 2 .6 of [4] by re-
placing the nilpotency hypothesis in the F-projectors of that
theorem by solvability .
Lemma 1
Section One
Let F be an s-closed homomorph . Every subgroup H of
an F-homogeneous group G is an F-homogeneous group .
Proof :
F-subgroup of G . Whence NG (X)/CG (X) E F . Now NH (X)/CH (X) _
=
	
(NG (X) n H)/(CG (X) n H) - (NG (X) n H)CG (X)/CG (X) implies that
NH (X)/CH (X) is isomorphic to a subgroup of NG(X)/CG(X) . Since
F is s-closed, NH (X)/CH (X) E F .
Lemma 2
Let F an extensible homomorph of finite groups and let
G be an F-homogeneous group . Then :
(i) G/K is an F-homogeneous group for each normal sol
vable F-subgroup K of G .
(ii) If F is also an s-closed homomorph, with
G/K E F' F and K E F where K is solvable, then G E F' F .
Proof :
Let X be a solvable F-subgroup of H, then X is an
(i) Let X/K be a solvable F-subgroup of G, then
X is solvable so NG (X)/CG(X) E F . Now p : NG (X) -->NG/K(X/K)/
/ CG/K (X/K) defined by p(g) = gK is an epimorhism whose kernel
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contains CG (X) .
Therefore,
	
NG/K(X/K) / CG/K (X/K) is an epimorphic ima-
ge of the F-group NG(X)/CG(X) . Since F is a homomorph,
NG/K(X/K) / CG/K (X/K) lies in F . Hence G/K is a F-homoge
neous group .
(ii) Let M/K be the F'-radical (G/K) F , of G/K .
Since K E F and M/K E F', (¡K¡, I .M :KI) = 1 as F is s-clo
sed . Now the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem yields a subgroup L of
M such that M = KL and M/K - L . Let K denote a Sylow p
p
subgroup of K . By the Frattini argument M = NM (Kp)K . Thus
I LI I I NM(Kp) I
Further, NM (Kp ) 0 K is a normal Hall subgroup of
NM (Kp ) . Hence by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, NM(Kp) has a
Hall subgroup L1 of order ILI and L1 and L are conjuga
te in M . Thus, by Sylow theory, we may choose notation so
that L C N (K ) .M p
Therefore, LCM (Kp)/CM (Kp ) is contained in NM (Kp)/CM (Kp) .
Since G is F-homogeneous, Lemma 1 implies that NM(Kp)/CM(Kp)E F .
Now LCM (Kp)/CM(Kp ) must be an F-group because F is s-closed .
However, . L E F' implies that LCM (Kp)/CM(Kp ) E F' .
Thus, ILCM (Kp)/CM/K
p
) I = 1 and [L,Kp1 = 1 . Repeating
the argument for all primes p dividing IKI, we conclude that
M = L x K and L = MF, .
Now L is a characteristic subgroup of M so L A G .
Finally, G/L / M/L _ G/M, M/L = K E F, and G/M 25 G/K / M/K E F .
Since F is extensible, G/L E F' F .
We state Lemma 3 and Proposition 4 in greater generality
than needed for independent interest . We note that every s-clo-
sed extensible homomorph F is an s-closed and saturated forma
tion by [5, I (1 .2), (2 .1), I 2 .5)] and the proof of
[5, I (1 .14)j .
Lemma 3
Assume F is an s-closed and saturated formation and G
is á DF-group with F-projector F such that every solvable
F-group in G lies in some Fg, g E G . Let w denote the set
of prime divisors of IFI, then F is a Hall ir-subgroup of
G and GF1 = 07r , (G) .
Proof :
Let Fp denote a non-trivial Sylow p-subgroup of F .
If Fp is not a Sylow p-subgroup of G, there is a p-group
such that
	
Fp A K and [K : Fp] = p .
Since F is s-closed and saturated, K must belong to
F following [5, I . (3 .1)] . But K is solvable so K C Fg
which is a contradiction . Hence F is a Hall n-subgroup of G .
Let R be any n'-subgroup of G . If R ¢ F', there is
N ¿N T with T/N E F and R D T D N . Let v be a prime divi
ding [T :N], then F contains Zv , a cyclic group of order v.
However, R also contains <x> a cyclic group of order v
and <x> E F .
Since <x> is solvable, <x> C Fg which contradicts
(I FI , I RI ) = 1 . Thus R E F' and in particular 07 , (G) C GF? .
If vl (I G F ' I , I FI) , then both F and F' contain a cyclic
group of order v since F and F' are s-closed . This contra
dicts
	
F n F' = {l} . Hence, GF@ = 0ir (G) .
Proposition 4
is a D F -group with F-projector F such that every solvable
F-subgroup of G lies in some Fg . If whenever two elements
in F are conjugate in G then they are conjugate in F,
then G E F' F .
Proof .
Let F be an s-closed saturated formation . Assume G
Let a denote the set of prime divisors of ¡FI . By
Lemma 3, F is a Hall r-subgroup of G . Let E be an elemen
tary subgroup of G such that ¡El I I FI , then E = Z x P
where P is a p-group and Z is cyclic . Following [5,1 .(3 .1)],
P and every Sylow subgroup of Z lie in F . Now F a forma-
tion yields E E F . Hence, E C Fg for some g E G . The
Brauer-Suzuki Theorem [3, Th . (8 .22)] implies that G =O ir (G)F .
By Lemma 3, 0 F ,(G) = GF , whence G E F' F .
Proof of Theorem A :
The proof is divided into three parts . Let G be a mini
mal counterexample to the theorem, F be a F-projector such
that every solvable F-subgroup lies in a conjugate of F, and
let r denote the set of prime divisors of IF¡ .
of G .
(A) There are no normal non-trivial solvable F-subgroups
Assume K is a nontrivial normal solvable F-subgroup
of G, *then K C F and F/K is a F-projector of G/K . Sup-
pose X/K is any solvable F-subgroup of G/K, then X is
solvable and X E F . Thus, X C Fg and X/K E (F/K)gK . Hence,
G/K is a D F-group . By Lemma 2, G/K is F-homogeneous . The
minimality of G yields G/K E F' F .
	
Now G E F' F follows
from Lemma 2 .
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(B) Let S be a non-trivial p-subgroup of F . Then
(i) NG (S) 'is F'-closed .
for r E NG(S) .
(ii) NG (S) = NF (S)0 7r , (CG (S)), and
(iii) S C Fw implies that Fw = Fy where
y E 07r ' (CG (S)) .
We first show that (B)(i) and (ii) hold for any
l É S ch that
(*)S C Fw implies NFW (S) = (NF(S))r
Assume (*) holds, we will show NG (S) is a DF-group
and that . ÑF (S) is an F-projector of NG(S) . IF K is any
Sylow v subgroup of NG (S) for v a prime in n, then KS
is a p group if v = p or a {p,v}-group . In particular, KS
is solvable so KS C Fw . By (*) KS C (NF (S)) r for some
r E NG (S) . Thus, NF (S) is a Hall 7r-subgroup of NG (S) .
Let U be a subgroup of NG (S) which contains NF (S)
with W A U and U/W E F . . If t is any prime dividing [ U :W] ,
then F s-closed implies that F contains a cyclic group of
order t . However, U also contains a cyclic subgroup <x>
of order
	
t. Since <x> is a solvable F-group, <x> C Fg .
Therefore, U/W is a n-group . Since NF (S) is a Hall
n-subgroup of NG (S), U = WNF (S) . Hence, NF (S)
jector . It T is a solvable F-subgroup of NG (S), then TS
is solvable and TS C Fw for some w E G .
Now (*) implies that TS C (NF (S)) r for
Hence NG(S) is a DF-group . By Lemma 1, NG (S) is F-homoge-
neous . Using (A), ¡NG (S)1 < I GI so NG (S) is F'-closed . Lemma
3 implies that NG(S)F' = On,(NG(S)) .
llows .
However, 0ir (NG(S))CCG(S))
since NG (S)/CG (S) E F and is thus a a-group . Hence NG (S)F, =
= On ,(CG(S)) and NG (S) = On ,(CG (S))NF (S) follows directly .
We now prove (B) by induction on [Fp :S] where- Fp
is a Sylow p subgroup of F . Assume first that [Fp :S] = 1,
then S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G . Hence, S C F n Fw yields
S = Sfw where f E F . Therefore, fw E NG (S) and (*) is sa-
tisfied so (i) and (ii) are proved .
Now NG (S) = NF(S)On ,(CG (S)) yields fw = f1y where
f1 E NF (S) and y E On,(CG(S)) . Hence Fw = Fy and (iii) fo-
We assume (B) is proved for all p-subgroups T of Fp
such that [Fp :T] < [Fp :S] and ¡Si > 1 . Let T be a Sylow
p subgroup of NF (S), then I TI > ¡Si and S C T C S 1 C Fg
where S 1 is a Sylow p-subgroup of NG (S) .
By induction Fg = Fy where y E On,(CG(T)) . Hence,
NFg(S) = (NF (S))y so T is a Sylow subgroup of NG (S) . If
S C F fl Fw , let U be a Sylow p-subgroup of N (S) .
Fw
is an F-pro-
some r ENG (S).
Then
	
S _C U = Ti C Tr	where r E NG (S) and I T1 1 >]si .-1 1. Y
Now T1 C Fwr n F yields Fwr = F 1 where yl E 0r,(CG(T1)) .
Therefore, NFw(S),= (NF (S)) ylr where y lr E NG (S) and
(K) is satisfied .
y r
Hence, (B) (i) and (ii) are proved . Further, Fw = F 1
where y1r E NG (S) = NF (S)0 ir (cG (S)) yields ylr = fy where
f E NF (S) and y E 0,7,(cG(S)) . Now (B) (iii) follows .
(C) Final Contradiction .
By Lemma 3, F is a Hall r-subgroup of G . Thus,
NG (F) =FM where M is a Hall Y'-subgroup of NG (F) . Let
PEE Tr, then the Frattini argument and the Schur-Zassenhaus
theorem imply that there is a Sylow p subgroup Fp of F
Such that NG (F) 1 = NG (Fp ) F and M C NC (F~,) . By (B) (ii),
M C CG (F ID ) . Repeating this argument for all primes p in Tr,
we see that M C CG (F) and NG (F) = F x M .
Suppose z 1 = z2 where z l and z 2 E F# , then
z 1 E Fw n F . Because of (B), an argument analogous to that
used in the próof of [1, Lemma 5] implies that Fw = Fy for
some y E 07,(CG(zl)) . Thus, wy-1 E NG (F) and by the.previous
paragrah w = fmy where f E F and m E M . Hence
=1 -1 f-1 -1
z2
=
zl
m = zl . so z l and z 2 are conjugate in F .
The theorem now follows from Proposition 4 .
Proof of Corollary B :
(i) (ii) . [4,11 . (2 .7)] yields that G is a D F -group,
and [4, 111 (2 .2)] implies that G is F-homogeneous . Let F
be an F-projector of G, then G/GF , - F and G/GF , E F n H .
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Therefore, F E H .
(ii)
	
(iii) It is obvious .
(i) By Theorem A, G E F' F .
Now G/GF'
- F E F implies that G E F'(F n H) .
As noted in the introduction if a group G is n-homoge
neous and Dir  then G is F-homogeneous and D F	where F
is the s-closed extensible homomorph of w-groups .
The following generalization of the theorem in [11 may
be obtained easily from Theorem A and Lemma 3 .
Corollary C :
Assume G is a finite group which is homogeneous and
has a hall r-subgroup which conta.ins a conjugate of every sol-
vable r-subgroup of G, then G is n'-closed .
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